Mission:
The mission of the working group is to stimulate research in sustainable facilities management in the RNG group for the benefit of the FM profession and the global society.

The group is open for researchers and practitioners, who are willing to engage in research activities.

Current group members: Susanne Balslev Nielsen, Keith Jones, Suvi Nenonen, Michael May, Knut Boge, Antje Junghans, Pieter Le Roux; Brenda Groen, Mark Mobach; Keith Alexander.....

Expected results in 2014:
- Research presentations and stimulating discussions at the conferences and members meetings
- Submission of a research proposal for Horizon2020 with focus on Integrated Strategy for sustainable facilities management.
- Enjoyable networking and continuous maturing as researchers and research collaboration partners.

Planned activities in the RNG working group in connection with scheduled EuroFM activities.

Members meeting in Alto University Helsinki, Wednesday 12 February.
A one day seminar to share examples of SFM research methodologies developed by group members and to develop drafts of applications for Horizon2020. Call and deadline to be considered.

Draft program:

   Half day: The SFM market place

   Advertisements of relevant reports, projects, articles etc. (Currently Suvi: SFM research at Alto university, Brenda CSR-a serious game and Susanne – a Case study briefing). Notifications before 9. December, please.

   Half day: Advancing draft application for Horizon2020

   A workshop to develop the application and work packages

21-23 May: CIB Facilities Management Conference
Networking and knowledge sharing with FM researchers in and beyond the EuroFM-RNG group
June: EuroFM conference in Berlin

(3) 4-6 June: EFMC2014 in Berlin
   - Conference and especially research symposium activities
   - Special meeting to discuss draft application prepared by task force: Susanne, Keith J, Michael

Members meeting in ??; fall 2014
   - Agenda depends on the deadlines for the Horizon2020 application